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+622666250889 - https://linktr.ee/Dgreenresto

A complete menu of D'green Resto And Coffee from Selabintana St covering all 16 menus and drinks can be
found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Agnes Rive likes about D'green Resto And Coffee:
One of the must visit cafes in Sukabumi. The place is beautiful and comfortable, family friendly, there are quite a
lot of food options from appetizers to desserts. In terms of price, it is relatively affordable for Jakartans in terms of
portions and quality. This type of restaurant is semi-indoor and the most fun when it's raining because it's really
cool. Ordered Eggs Benedict for the brunch menu, the portion was v... read more. When the weather is nice you

can also eat outside, And into the accessible spaces also come clientele with wheelchairs or physiological
disabilities. What Lusi Agustina doesn't like about D'green Resto And Coffee:

This classy restaurant but the service has a really bad attitude Staring at people and sneaking glances at guests
is not good, it actually makes you uncomfortable. Even if you don't just sit down and order drinks and food for up

to 400 thousand, why can't it just be that much???? keep looking and squinting, what does it mean to make
guests uncomfortable? Guests should be served well, not ignored by the waiters, I can... read more. A visit to

D'green Resto And Coffee is particularly valuable due to the comprehensive diversity of coffee and tea
specialties, the restaurant serves but also dishes from the European context.
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Main�
SIRLOIN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Appet�er
KAMA

Desser�
MALPUA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

MEAT

GARLIC

BUTTER

ONION

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

PASTA

NASI GORENG

LAMB

DESSERTS
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